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Abstrac t 
The first part of this thesis presents a benchmarked continuous-time mean-variance 
portfolio selection problem. The method of Lagrange multipliers is employed to solve 
this non-convex optimization problem, and the criterion for the existence of solution 
is derived accordingly. The corresponding efficient portfolio and its derivatives are ex-
plicitly derived for sensitivity analysis. The second part we employ the standard linear 
regression technique to test whether three calendar effects are statistically significant. 
The most significant effect is that the returns in April and December are higher than 
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Chapte r 1 
In t roduct ion 
Investors always try to achieve a certain kind of optimality in trading, which is known 
as optimal wealth allocation or portfolio selection problem. According to different 
investors' risk preferences, one may select the optimal portfolio by maximizing the 
mean return for a given variance or minimizing the variance for a given mean return. 
This mean-variance portfolio selection problem was first proposed by Markowitz (1952) 
and solved in a single period setting, i.e. buy the portfolio from the beginning and hold 
until the end. It begins the mean variance portfolio selection problem in the modern 
portfolio selection theory. Merton (1971, 1972) extended the problem to a continuous 
time setting. Subsequently there are many researches in this direction, for example 
Samuelson (1969); Pliska (1982); Korn and Trautmann (1995); Korn (1997); Zhou 
(2003). In the continuous time setting, two common approaches are used. One is the 
martingale approach, see Harrison and Kreps (1979); Pliska (1982, 1986); and the other 
one is the stochastic optimal control, see Li and Ng (2000); Zhou (2000); Lim and Zhou 
(2002); Li and Zhou (2006); Li and Wu (2008). 
Besides mean and variance, investors may consider other desirable properties as 
well. For example, one may want to ensure that the maximum loss of the portfolio 
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is bounded because it is possible for a mean-variance optimum portfolio to incur a 
total loss. Bielecki et al. (2005) added a constraint which prohibit bankruptcy, and 
the resulting efficient frontier may not be a straight line anymore. Another similar 
property is having the guaranteed minimum level of wealth in portfolio insurance, see 
Basak (1995); Brennan and Solanki (1981); Grossman and Zhou (1996). In addition 
Li et al. (2002) consider the case without shorting as well. 
However, if we require the terminal wealth to beat a benchmark for sure, such 
benchmark cannot be larger than the risk free rate, otherwise there will be an arbitrage 
opportunity and thus no solution exist. Therefore, we may relax the constraint to allow 
the terminal wealth to beat the benchmark with a certain probability only, which is 
equivalent to the VaR, value-at-risk (quantile) of the portfolio is bounded. For example, 
Alexander and Baptista (2001) investigate the problem of maximization of the expected 
utility of the terminal wealth subject to a VaR type of constraint. Boyle and Tian 
(2007) denote such kind of optimal strategy to be “Desired Benchmark Strategy” and 
further extend to a non-deterministic (or even stochastic) benchmark which becomes 
very difficult. Yiu (2004) imposed the VaR as a dynamic constraint with continuous 
monitoring. Although VaR is not a coherent risk measure, it is one of the most widely 
used risk measure in the financial world nowadays. For example, in order to monitor the 
market risk of institutional investors, Basel II stated that they are required to report 
the VaR of their portfolios in a regular basis. Also they have to reserve a portion of 
capital according to the VaR estimated in their model. Therefore controlling the VaR 
by the benchmark constraint is not only theoretically interesting, but also practically 
important. 
In this thesis we present the problem solved by Yam et al. (2011), which is also have 
a benchmark type constraint which require the terminal wealth to beat a pre-decided 
benchmark with no less than a certain probability. Note that the benchmark type 
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constraint is not replacing the mean constraint, but added on top of it together with 
the initial budget constraint, which is fundamentally different from Basak and Shapiro 
(2001); Boyle and Tian (2007). The presence of the benchmark type constraint makes 
the problem non-convex, and is very delicate to solve. By using the martingale approach 
and the method of Lagrange multipliers, we are able to solve the problems completely, 
i.e. obtaining the optimal portfolio and also gives the necessary and sufficient conditions 
such that the problem is feasible. 
According to Saltelli (2008), sensitivity analysis is “The study of how uncertainty in 
the output of a model (numerical or otherwise) can be apportioned to different sources 
of uncertainty in the model input”. Conducting sensitivity analysis here may help us 
to have a better understanding about how the parameters (input) affect the resulting 
optimal portfolio (output). Actually plotting the efficient frontier can also be viewed 
as one of the sensitivity analysis because it gives the relationship between the resulting 
standard deviation of the optimal wealth and the targeted mean. Best and Grauer 
(1991) demonstrates the sensitivity analysis of the classical mean-variance portfolio 
selection problem when the assets means are perturbed. Here in our problem, we have 
the benchmark as our parameter in which the optimal portfolio is a non-linear function 
of it. So by computing the derivatives, we may try to find out the relationship between 
the benchmark and the various model results. 
In the empirical perspective, many investors would try to find out if there is any sea-
sonal patterns on the returns of securities, for example whether the return is especially 
high/low in a particular calendar day/month etc, which is known as the calendar effect. 
In the past many researchers have detected returns on Friday is abnormally high, as 
well as those in January. Also returns from November to April seems to be higher than 
the other half year. Also, there are many other calendar effects including a holiday 
effect, a Week-of-the-Month effect, a turn-of-the-Month effect, a Friday-the-Thirteenth 
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effect etc. 
If we are able to detect such kind of pattern, we can use a seasonal time series 
model to model the return and maybe able to take advantages in these patterns. The 
existence of such kind of strategies that consistently beat the market will pose a major 
challenge to the Efficient Market Hypothesis proposed by Fama (1970). 
Most of the papers on this topic regress the returns onto the dummy variables rep-
resenting the return's dependence on certain times of the year to test various kinds 
of calendar effect, for example see Jensen (1978); Keim (1983); Rompotis (2007); 
Brian Lucey and Singh (2008); Keef et al. (2009); Rompotis (2010b). Here we fol-
low the same technique to test three kinds of Calendar effects: Day-of-the-Week effect, 
Month-of-the-Year effect and Sell-in-May effect. To address the possible heteroskedas-
ticity of the error terms, we use the estimator suggested by White (1980), for the 
standard errors of the estimated coefficient. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follow. Chapter 2 introduces the benchmarked 
mean variance model. Chapter 3 presents the models and results of the testing of 
calendar effects. 
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Chapte r 2 
Sensitivity Analysis of the 
Benchmarked Mean Variance 
Model 
In the first three sections, we present the results from Yam et al. (2011) briefly and 
serve as a literature review. Then we conduct the sensitivity analysis based on those 
results. 
2.1 Mode l 
Consider the market as a fixed filtered complete probability space (Q, F, P, { F ( t ) } t > o ) 
on which a standard, F ( t ) -adap ted , m-dimensional Brownian motion {W(t), F ( t ) : 
0 < t < T} is given, where W � 全 ( W i ( t ) , … , W m � ) T is the column vector of the 
m independent Brownian motions, W(0) = 0. Here, F � is the filtration generated by 
{W(T) : 0 < T < t} (see e.g., Duffie (2001)). T > 0 is fixed, representing the terminal 
time of an investment, and [0, T] is the investment horizon. In the market there are 
m risky assets {Si (.)}二 , and one bond So (•). We assume that all the securities can 
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be continuously traded and there is no transaction cost. Following Merton (1971) 
and many others, the bond price process dynamic S o � is described by the following 
differential equation for any t G [0, T]: 
(2.1.1) 
dS0(t) = r( t)S0( t)dt 
So(0) = so > 0 
where the deterministic process r(t) > 0 is the risk-free interest rate. On the other 
hand, each of the stock price process S i(t) , for i = 1 , . . . , m, is assumed to satisfy the 
stochastic differential equation (SDE for short), Vt G [0,T]: 
dSi(t) = Si(t)bi(t)dt + S i(t)公 aij (t)dWj (t) 
Si(0) = Si > 0 
(2.1.2) 
where the deterministic functions bi(t) and a(t) = (aj(t))mxm are the drifts and volatil-
ities respectively. Let 妙⑴ be the number of risk-free bond and � be the number of 
the i-th stock holds by an agent at time t, and X � be the corresponding total wealth 
of an agent at time t. Assume that the trading of shares takes place continuously 
in a self-financing fashion, (i.e., there is no consumption or income) and there is no 
transaction cost, then 
X ( t ) = 妙 ⑴ S o � + ^ ( t ) S i ( t ) =妙⑴ S o � + ^ ni(t) 
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where n i � = • i [ t ) S [ t ) is the total market value of the agent's wealth in the ith-stock. 
Since the trading strategy is self-financing, X(•) would satisfy the following SDE: 
m 
dX �=^(t)dSo(t) + ^ 働 dS舶 
i=i 
m m m 
=劝 ( t ) r ( t )So ( t )d t + ^ 0i(t)Si(t)6i(t)dt + ^ 0i(t)Si(t) ^ aij(t)dWj(t) 
r(t) 棚 So(t) + [ ni(t) + 它 ni(t)(bi(t) - r(t))\ dt 
+ E E ni( t)ai j (t)dWj (t) 
= [ r ( t ) X (t) + n(t)TB (t)]dt + n ( t ) T a ( t ) d W (t) 
m 
X (0) = xo =劝(0)So + E ni(0) 
dX (t) = [r( t)X (t) + n( t ) T B(t ) ]d t + n ( t ) T a ( t ) d W (t) 
X (0) = xo (2.1.3) 
where n(t) is the column vector with the components n i( t ) , B(t ) is the column vector 
of excess rates of return with components b i(t) — r(t) , and is the initial endowment. 
These results can be found in Karatzas and Shreve (1998). We call nn(-) the portfolio 
of the agent, and nn(.) is called admissible if it is -adapted and 
E n ( t ) T a ( t ) 2 dt < + � ， i . e . G (0,T； R m ) 
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and thus the SDE (2.1.3) has a unique solution 计）corresponding to n(.). Define the 
market price of risk 
e(t) = ( 0 i ( t ) , … = a � � (2.1.4) 
Assume the market is dynamically complete, i.e. there exist a self-financing strategy 
to replicate any contingent claim. We define the state price density process 
p � p x e 
All 
- r ( r ) - 1 阶 )
2 
-— I e(T)Tdw(T) (2.1.5) 
where |0(t) 9i(T)2 is the usual /2-norm. It satisfies the following SDE: 
dp(t) = —p(t)r(t)dt — p(t)e(t)TdW (t) 
p(0) = 1 
(2.1.6) 
Then by Ito's lemma, consider 
dX (t)p(t) 
p(t)(r(t)X � + n(tYB ( t ) ) + X � ( - p ( t ) r ( t ) ) + (n � V ( t ) ) ( - p _ ( t ) ) 
+ [p(t)n(t)Ta(t) + X (t)(—p(t)e(t)T)]dW (t) 




where the second equality follows from the definition d(t) = a(t)-1B(t). It shows that 
p(t)X(t) is a martingale, and for any t G [0, T], 




X (T) Ft 
exp 
1 
-r(r) - 2 I 0 ( r ) | M d丁 - I： e(T)Tdw(T) }x(T) F t 
EQ exp { - / T r(T ) d ^ X (T) F t 
which gives the pricing formula in the risk neutral valuation perspective, where Q is 
the risk neutral measure. 
2.2 Por t fo l io Selection and t h e Solution 
Given a time horizon [0,T], a confidence level a G (0,1), a threshold X > 0 and an 
expected terminal wealth d > 0 that are exogenously specified a priori, the agent's 
objective is to find an admissible portfolio n(.), among all such admissible portfolios so 
that the risk measured by the variance of the terminal wealth, Var[X(T)], is minimized 
under the following benchmark-type constraint 
P { X ( T ) > X} > 1 - a . (2.2.1) 
Note that the risk-free portfolio satisfies E[X(T)] = exp f � r � d 力 ] > and Var[X(T)]= 
0, therefore traditionally we are not interested when d < exp f � r ( j t ) d t � a s the risk-
free portfolio is always a dominant portfolio. But in here we have the extra benchmark-
type constraint, which may be greater than the terminal wealth of the risk-free portfolio 
and make it infeasible. Hence for the sake of completeness we have to consider all 
possible values of d and have the following mathematical formulation. The mean-
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variance portfolio selection problem, with respect to the initial wealth Xo, is formulated 
as a constrained stochastic optimization problem parameterized by d > 0: 
min Var[X(T)]三 E [(X(T) 一 d) 
E[X (T)] = d, 
P { X ( T ) > X } > 1 一 a , (2.2.2) 
subject to 
(X( . ) ,n( . ) ) is admissible 
and satisfies the wealth equation (2.1.3). 
The problem is called feasible with respect to d if there is at least one admissible port-
folio satisfying E[X(T)] = d and P { X ( T ) > X } = 1 一 a. For an fixed X , we can solve 
the problem repeatedly by varying d, as long as the problem is feasible. Then we can 
form the variance minimizing set by collecting all the points (VVar[X*(T)], d), where 
Var[X* (T)] is the optimal value for the problem parameterized by the corresponding 
d. For each point in the variance minimizing set, if there is no another point in the 
set having the same variance with a larger d, then it is an efficient point, and the set 
containing all efficient points formed the efficient frontier. The corresponding opti-
mal control n(.) of an efficient point is called an efficient strategy/portfolio. Using a 
martingale method (c.f. Karatzas and Shreve (1998)), the portfolio selection problem 
(2.2.2) can be decomposed into a static optimization problem and a wealth replication 
problem. The static optimization problem is 
min Var[X(T)] = E [(X(T) 一 d) 
subject to 
E[X (T)] = d 
E[p(T ) X (T) xo, 
P { X ( T ) > X } > 1 一 a . 
10 
2 
The first constraint is the targeted mean level for the terminal wealth, as usual for most 
of the mean-variance portfolio selection problem. The second constraint is the budget 
constraint, and the third one is the benchmark-type constraint. After an optimal 
solution X*(T) is found for this problem, the replication problem is to find a portfolio 
that realizes this optimal X^ (T ) ; in other words, we need to find (X*,n*) that solves 
the equation 
dX � = ( r ( t ) X � + n � ( 柳 + n(t)^a(t)dW � 
X (T) = X *(T) (2.2.3) 
To solve problem (*), first we check the necessary conditions for X*(T) to be the 
optimal solution, which is also known as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition for non-
linear programming problem. The following theorem shows that it is necessary for 
X*(T) to solve the corresponding “Lagrange function”. 
T h e o r e m 2.1. If there exists a non-negative real number v such that X*(T) satisfies 
the following constraints: 
‘ E [ X * ( T ) ] = d, 
E[p(T )X *(T ) ] = Xo, 
P{X*(T) > X} > 1 - a , 
� v (P{X * (T) > X } - ( 1 - a)) = 0, 
and for some real number 入 and X*(T) solves the following pointwise problem: 
mjn V(x) = x2 - 2Ax + 2^p(T； - v 1{x>x}, (**) 
then X*(T) must also solve problem (*). 
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Proof. Note that the first three constraints are identical to the (*) and the fourth one 
is the complementary slackness constraint. If X*(T) is optimal to problem (**), then 
V ( X * ( T ， � < V ( X ( T , ^ ) ) 
Taking expectation on both sides of the above inequality, we have 
E [X*(T )
2
 - 2AX*(T) + 2仲 (T )X*(T ) - v )>X} 
< E [ X ( T )
2
 - 2AX(T) + 2仲 (T )X(T) - v 1{x(T)>X} (2.2.4) 
For any X ( T ) satisfies the constraints in (*), we have 
E[X *(T)] = d = E[X (T) 
E[p(T )X *(T)] = xo = E[p(T )X (T) 
For v = 0, (2.2.4) can be simplified as 
E[X*(T)2] < E[X(T) 
which means X*(T) also solves problem (*) as it satisfies the constraints in (*) also. 
When v > 0, as X*(T) also satisfy the complementary slackness condition, we have 
v (P{X*(T) > X} - (1 - a ) ) = 0 今 P{X*(T) > X} = 1 - a 
12 
2 
which in turns implies 
P{X*(T) > X} = (1 - a ) < P{X(T) > X} 
E - V 1 ) > X } > E - V 1 { X ( T ) > X } 
Substitute into (2.2.4), we also have E[X*(T)2] < E[X(T)
2
] for any X ( T ) satisfies the 
constraints in (*). So X*(T) also solves problem (* • 
Hence, instead of solving problem (*) directly, we turn to find a solution X*(T) 
which solves problem (**) and satisfies the four different constraints at the same time. 
First, in the following theorem, we will give the solution form of the Lagrange multi-
pliers when the inequality (Benchmark) constraint is not binding, i.e. 
P{X*(T) > X} > 1 - a 
From the complementary slackness condition, we immediately know that the Lagrange 
multiplier v is zero. Also, we shall determine the set about (d ,X) where problem (**) 
admits this interior optimal solution. Before presenting this result, let Pa, P^ > 0 be 
the upper and lower a-quantile of p(T) respectively, i.e. 
P{P(T) > P a } = a = P{p(T) < p a } (2.2.5) 
and define 
Pi = 
Pa if d > xo/E[p(T) 
p a if d < x o / E [ P ( T ) 
(2.2.6) 
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We also partition R 2 into a set A and its compliment Ac, where 
A ^ (x,y) G R 2 : y > xo(pi - E [p(T )： ) - x ( p i E [p(T )： 





T h e o r e m 2.2. If (d, X ) G Ac, then the optimal terminal wealth X*(T) is 
X*(T) = Ai - � ( T ) , 
where the Lagrange multipliers Ai,时，vi are given by 
dE[p(T)
2
] - xoE[p(T) 
(2.2.8) 
Ai Var[p(T) 
dE[p(T)] - xo ^ 
, 糾 = ~ / m � i , vi = 0. Var[p(T) (2.2.9) 
Proof. Suppose the inequality constraint in problem (**) is not binding, i.e. 
P{X*(T) > X } > 1 - a 
Hence v (P{X*(T) > X} - (1 - a ) ) = 0 今 v = 0 and thus V(X(T； w)) can be reduced 
to 
X(T； w)2 - 2AX(T； w) + 2仲(T； w)X(T； w) 
X(T； w) - (A - 叫 ( T ； w))]2 - (A -仲 (T； w))2 
which has the global minimum X*(T) = A1 -糾p ( T ) . Substitute back to the other two 
constraints in (**), we have 
E[Ai - ^ip(T)] = Ai - E[p(T)]^i = d 
E[p(T)(Ai - ^ip(T))] = E[p(T)]Ai - E [ p ( T ) 2 ]糾= xo 
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Solving this linear system gives us (2.2.9), as 
Var[p(T)]三 E[p(r )
2
] 一 E[p(T) 
Wi th the above solution, we find the condition for it to satisfy the benchmark-type 
constraint: 
P{X*(T ) < X } = P{Ai 一 "1P(T) < X } = P{"1P(T) > Ai 一 X } 
I P{p(T) > (Ai 一 X ) / ^ i } if 购 > 0 
P{p(T) < (Ai 一 X ) / ^ i } if 糾 < 0 
< a = P{p(T) > Pa} = P{p(T) < p a } 
— a 
I (Ai 一 X > Pa if 购 > 0 
(Ai 一 X ) / ^ i < p a if 糾 < 0 
From (2.2.9), we know that 糾 > 0 d > xo /E[p(T) 
By the definition of pi in (2.2.6), the above two cases can be rewritten as 
Ai 一 X > ⑷Pi 
X < Ai 一 ⑷Pi 
dE [ P ( T )
2
: 一 X O E [ P ( T ) ] 一 d E P(T) Pi + XoPi 
Var [ P ( T )： 





If = 0, we have dE[p(T)] = xo which gives 
Ai 
dE[p(T)2] - dE [p(T )]2 
Var[p(T)] 
d 
Hence, X*(T ) = A1 — ^1p(T) = d = X)/E[p(T)] which correspond to the risk-free 
portfolio with a constant terminal wealth. Obviously we need to have d > X such that 
P{X*(T) < X } = P{d < X } = 0 < a 
As a result, (d, X ) G is equivalent to the inequality constraint is not binding. • 
Intuitively (d ,X) G essentially means X is too low to be binding, and in such 
case the problem is solved as if there is no benchmark constraint. For the case that 
(d, X ) G A, the optimal solution is located on the boundary if it exist. In other words, 
the inequality constraints in problem (**) become binding and v > 0. The following 
theorem reveals the detail form of the optimal terminal wealth in this case. 
T h e o r e m 2.3. When (d ,X) G A, then 
X*(T； A*,^*) 
A* - "*p(T) if ^*p(T) < A* - X , 
X if A* - X < " * P ( T ) < ^*P2, 
A* - ^*P(T) if 力(T) >^*P2 
(2.2.10) 
is optimal. Here, ( A * , i s assumed to satisfy 
A* - X < ^ * p 2 , (i) 
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and solves the following system: 
with p2 being the 
E[X*(T； A,^)] = d, 
E[p(T)X*(T； A , …]=x o , 
number such that 
(ii) 
P{^*p(T) > ^*P2} = a , (iii) 
and 
V* = (P*P2 + X - A*)2. 
Proof. For (d ,X) G A, we want to minimize 
V(X(T； u))全 X(T； ^) 2 - 2A*X(T； ^) + 2^*p(T； ^)X (T； ^) - v * 1 { x ( T； } 
= [ X ( T； u ) 2 - (A* - ^*p(T； u))]2 + (A* - ^*p(T； u ) ) 2 - v* 1 { x ( T ; 论 x } 
Therefore V can only have local minima at X = A* - ^*p(T) or X = X . To find the 





X*(T； w) > X 
1 X < A* - 力 ( T ； w) A* - ^*P(T； w) Yes 
2 
X > A* - 力 ( T ； w) 
X Yes 
V(X) < V(A* - ^*P(T； w)) 
3 
X > A* - 力 ( T ； w) 
V(X) > V(A* - ^*P(T； w)) 
A* - "*P(T； w) No 
The following graphs depicts the shapes of V in these 3 cases: 
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Figure Cases 1 2 and 3 
From the given solution form, it is easy to see tha t the terminal wealth X*(T) is 
deterministic when u* = 0. But we know tha t it correspond to the risk-free portfolio 
19 
in which the benchmark-type constraint is not binding, i.e. (d ,X) G Ac. So - is 
non-zero. As the Benchmarked (inequality) constraint is binding, the probability of 
Case 3 happening is exactly a. Hence, 
P { X >A* — ^*p(T ),V (X) > V (A* — ^*p(T))} 
= P { " * p ( T ) >A* — X , [X — (A* — Z p ( T ) ) ]
2
 — V* > 0} 
= P { " * p ( T ) > A* — X , ^*p(T) > A* — X + W * } 
= P { " * p ( T ) > A* — X + W * } = a 
By definition of p2，we have 
A* — X + W * = 仏 ^ ^ V* = (ji*p2 + X — A*)2 
And thus the condition in case 2 can be rewritten as 
X > A* — ^*p(T； u),^*p(T； ^) < ^*p2 
A* — X < "*p(T ； w) < \i*p2 
Note that if A* — X�^*p2, the condition of case 2 will never be met, and the solution 
form reduced to 糾—A 1 p(T) which is exactly the same as the non-binding case, i.e. 
(d, X ) G Ac and this is a contradiction. Therefore, 
X *(T) 
A* — "*p(T) if ^*p(T) < A* — X , 
X if A* — X < ^*p(T) < II*p2, 
A* — i*p(T) if i*p(T) > I*p2. 
• 
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2.3 Exis tence and Uniqueness of Lagrange Mul t i 
pliers 
In the previous section, given the inequality constraint is binding, the solution form (in 
terms of the Lagrange Multipliers A and ^) of the optimal terminal wealth is found, if 
it exist: 
X*(T) = (A* - ^*p(T) - X ) < A » - X } + })+ X (2.3.1) 
To solve for A and we simply put back into the system (ii) and obtain a non-linear 
system: 
E [ ( A - " P ( T ) - X
) ( 1 { M P ( T ) < A - X } +
 1
{ ^ P ( T ) > W 2 } ) ] = d
 - X 
E [p(T)(A - 叩 ( T ) - X ) ( 1 { M T ) < A - X } + 1 { M T ) > " P 2 } ) ] = xo - XE[p(T)] ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
A - X < m 
for (d, X) G A. Since ^ = 0, p2 can be expressed as 
p2 
p« i f ^ > 0， 
p if ^  < 0. 
(2.3.3) 
First, when X = 
x
o divide both sides of the whole system by ^ (thus splitting 
E[p(T)] 
the inequality into two cases with ^ > 0 and ^ < 0) and divide both sides of the first 
equation by the second equation correspondingly. Also let 
n 
A - X 
(2.3.4) 
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such that + X , i s a solution for system (2.3.2) if and only if is a 
solution for the following two systems: 
/i(n) 
hi(n) 
n < P«，^ > 0 
d X 
xo — X E[p(T )； 
xo — X E[p(T) (2.3.5) 
where 
/2(n) 
h 2 ( n ) 
d X 
xo — X E[p(T): 
xo — X E[p(T) 







= E [ ( n — P ( T ) ) ( l { p ( T )<n} + l{p(T )>Pa } ) 
= E [ P ( T ) ( n — P ( T ) ) ( l { p ( T )<n} + 1{p(T )>pa}) 
A gi (n ) 
“ h i ( n ) 
A E [ ( P ( T ) — n ) ( 1{p(T)>n} + 1{p(T)<p
a
})] 
A E [ P ( T ) ( P ( T ) — n ) ( 1{p(T)>n} + 1{p(T)<p
a
}) 







Thus, we may turn to consider the systems for (n, ^) instead. Note that we can 




a < P \ P ( T ) > 
E[P(T )2 
E[P(T) 
2. P P(T) > 
3. a > P P(T) < 






and the sufficient conditions for the existence of solution will be slightly different in 
these 3 regions. To simplify matter , from now on we are considering the 1st region 
only. In the following we gives a sketch of proof for the existence condition. For the 
details please refer to Yam et al. (2011). Next define the following 4 functions: 
x
o / i ( P a
) 









1 - /i(-⑴)E[P(T) 
x - X o
/
2 ( P a ) 
r i i ( x ) = 
r i 2 ( x ) = 
r 2 i ( x ) = 
r22 (x )= 
and 2 disjoint subsets of A: 
1 - / 2 ( P j E [ P ( T ) 
狗/2( +⑴） 
^^ ^ \ra — / � / � \ r a — i r / � —ir / � / / 
Var[P(T)] ( 
= X E [ P ( T )1{P(T )>-pa}\ -xoE[1{p(T)>Pa } ] ( 
E [ P ( T ) 1 { P ( T ) > P a } ] -
E
[ P ( t ) ] e [ 1 { P ( T ) > P J ( 
x









E [ P ( T )
1
{ P ( T ) < P a } ] - E [ P ( T )]E[1{P(T )< }]
 ( 
rii(x) < y < ri2(x), x > xo/E[P(T)]} ( 















| ( x , y ) G R 2 : x > 
| ( x , y ) G R 2 : x > 















< y < r i 2
( x ) 
E[P(T)] , y 一 E[P(T) 
x
o 




T h e o r e m 2.4. System (2.3.2) has an unique pair of solutions (n* with > 0 (i. 
correspond to system (2.3.5)) when (d, X ) G (B i U B 2 ) . 
Proof. It can be show that 






and P a > n* where n* is the unique root of h i (n) 一 0. Since we require n* to satisfy the 
inequality constraint n* < P a in (2.3.5), and it can also be show that /i(^) is continuous 
on (一 ^ , n*) U (n*, +⑴)，strictly decreasing from /
i
( —( ^ ) to 一 ^ on (一 ^ , n*) and 
strictly decreasing from + ⑴ to /i(Pa) on (n*,Pa), which is summarized as follow: 
n -oo (一⑴，^^ **) n S - n* + (n2*,Pa) Pa 
/I( .) / “ - � ） \ - � \ / i ( P a ) 
Graphically, Figure 2.4 depicts the shapes of function / defined by (2.3.9) by taking 
P(T) as a standard log-normal random variable and a 一 0.05. 
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1 
Figure 2.3.1: function fi 
Thus by the intermediate value theorem, if the first equation of (2.3.5) has an 
unique solution n*, then it must satisfies 
G (—⑴，no if 
G (n2* ,Pa
)
 i f 
d X 
xo - XE[p(T) 
d X 









i ( P a
) 
Also, from the second equation of (2.3.5), ^2 xo - XE[p(T) 
hi(n2) 
and it is required to 
be positive by the inequality constraint in (2.3.5). It can be show that h i(-) is strictly 
increasing and h i(n*) = 0, which is summarized as follow: 
hi(-) < 0, / 0 > 0, / 
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* 
From this we can conclude that 
hi(n*) 
<hi(n2*) = 0 if n* <%* 
> hi(n2*) = 0 if n < n* < P a 








if n* < n2 
i f n* < n* < P o 
(2.3.22) 
Therefore, if system (2.3.5) admits an unique solution (n*, ^*), then (d, X ) must satisfy 
d - X � xo 
s / i ^ ， X < 




Xo - XE[p(T) 




d - X � / i ( p J and X < X o 
Xo - XE[p(T) E[p(T) 
d - X > Xo/i(p„) - /i(p„)E[p(T)]X and X < 
(1 - /i (p„ )E[p (T) ] )X<d - Xo/i(p„) and X < 
X > d -
 X o / i
„
( P






1 - /i (p jE[p(T) E[p(T) 
However, to guarantee that (2.3.23) is not empty such tha t the corresponding unique 
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solution exists, we also require 





1 - /i(p„)E[p(T)] E[p(T) 
Combining together, if X < Xo 
E[p(T) 












,(2.3.5) admits an unique solution when 
r1 1(d) < X < —� X
o
— and d > X
o 
E[p(T) E[p(T) 
(d ,X) G B i 
Similarly, if X > Xo 
E[p(T) 
(2.3.5) admits an unique solution when 
X o < X < ri2(d) and d > X
o 
E[p(T) E[p(T) 
(d ,X) G B2 
Therefore, system (2.3.5) admits an unique solution (n*,u*) when (d ,X) G (B1 U 
B2). 口 





{ (x , 
{ (x , 
y) G R 2 : x < 
y) G R 2 : x < 














‘E[ P ( T ) 
y 







And it can be similarly prove tha t system (2.3.2) has an unique pair of solutions 
(n*,u*) with u* < 0 (i.e. correspond to system (2.3.6)) when (d ,X) G (C1 U C2). 
x
o When (d ,X) G (B3 U C3), i.e. X the RHS of the 2nd equation of system 
E[p(T)] 
(2.3.2) vanish. Thus we can no longer do the division and transform to system (2.3.5) 
or (2.3.6). However in this case the unique solution still exist, as shown in the follows. 
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C o r o l l a r y 2.1. System (2.3.2) has a pair of unique solutions ( A * , w i t h > 0 
when (d, X ) G Bs, and with < 0 when (d, X ) G 
Proof. For the case when X = x)/E[p(T)], system (2.3.2) can be written as 
妙 ( n ) = d - X 
^hi(n) = 0 a n d 
'n < T o n ^ > 0 
- ^ g 2 ( n ) = d - X 
— • ( n ) = 0 
P p^, ^ < o. 
(2.3.28) 
as n = (A - X b y (2.3.4). We first consider the first system of (2.3.28). As n* solves 
the equation h1(n) = 0, the first system of (2.3.28) has a solution via setting 
f = 
d - X 
gi(n2*) 
,A* 全 n2*^1 + X . (2.3.29) 
It is easy to check that system (2.3.2) admits the solution ( A l , w i t h > 0 when 
d > x)/E[p(T)]. Similarly, for the second system of (2.3.28), 
f = -
d - X \ ^ A 氺 * I -y 
, A 2 — S2 ^ 2 十 
(2.3.30) 
is the solution of (2.3.2) with < 0 when d < xo/E[p(T)], w h e r e � i s the unique root 
of the equation h2 (^) = 0. • 
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2.4 Opt ima l Trading S t ra tegy 
For the optimal terminal wealth X*(T), to find its replicating portfolio, it suffices to 
find a trading strategy n*(.) along with X*(•) satisfying the BSDE 
dX � = ( r ( t ) X * � + n ( t ) T B (t))dt + n ( t ) T a ( t ) d W � 
(2.4.1) 
� X * ( T ) = (A* — i*p(T) — X ) < A » - X } + p(T)>,*P2}) + X 
T h e o r e m 2.5. The optimal wealth process and the associated portfolio are given re-
spectively by 
n*(t) = —(a(t)a(t)T)-1B(t)l^ X *(t) — 71 e x ^ ^ —r(T )dT 
When (d,X) G f , 
d — Xo e x p { / � T (r(t) — |0(t) |2)dt} 
71 = A1 一 
(2.4.2) 
1 — expUo' ( r ( t ) -剛 | 2 ) d t } 
X*(t) = A1 exp { j : —r(T)d^ — I exp { j : (—2r(T) + |0( t ) | 2) d^ p(t) 
d exp{/oT (r(t) — |0(t) |2)dt} — x � e x p { / � T (2r(t) — |0(t) |2)dt} 
I
1 
1 — e x p U T (r(t)-剛|2)dt} 
When (d,X) G B, 
71 = X + I*n* [N(d1(pj) + N(—d1(n*))] — I*(n* — p^：)- " ' ( d
1
( p � 
\//t
T
 陶 l 2 d s 
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3. When (d ,X) G C, 
Yi = X + Z n * N(—di(pa)) + N(di(n*)) + 灣—pj 
N '(di(pa)) 
V i f I外s)|2ds 
where N(x) A / _ exp <[ — I dz is the cumulative distribution function of the 
J-^ V 2n I 2 J 
standard normal distribution, 
di (K) A l n 警 + f r ( 丁 ) + 阶 释 , d o ( K ) A d i (K) + 
2 dr 
0(r ) | 2dr 
Proof. Note that 
J t 0 ( r ) T dW(T ) - N (0，2 |0 ( r ) | 2 dr^ 
Therefore = e " + � Z where 
P(t) 
T 
—r(T) — 1 |a (T) | 2 ) dT, a 2 A J^ T )|2dT, Z � N ( 0 , 1 ) 
Using the fact that 
cp + az 
cp {fc^} exp 
e x p { — 72"} 2 
2fcaz + fc2a2 k2 a 2 1 
+ 2 
f , k2 a n f ( z — fca)2! 
e x H + 丁 r e x H — 2 — J 
we have 
E[p(T)|Ft] = exp { j : - r ( T ) d T | 
P(t) 





Recall p � X � is a martingale and 
p ( t ) X 2 � = E [ p ( T ) X 2 ( T ) | F t ] Vt G [0,T] (2.4.3) 
When (d, X ) G Ac, substituting the solution in Theorem 2.2 into (2.4.3), we have 
X 2 ( t ) = E[p(T)(AI -糾p ( T ) ) |Ft] 
= Ai exp { j : - r ( r ) d ^ -时 exp { j : ( - 2 r ( r ) + 阶 ) | 2 ) d ^ p � 
=Yi exp d - r ( r ) d ] - 72p(t) 
where 
Yi = Ai,72 = exp { � - 2 r ( r ) + | 0 ( r ) | 2 d r | 
and X * � is linear in p � . A g a i n , by (2.1.6) 
d X * � = - 7 2 dp(t) = 72p(t)r(t)dt + 7 2 p � 0 � T d W � 
Comparing with the diffusion coefficient of the SDE of X * � in (2.2.3), we have 
n * � � = 7 2 P � 0 � T 今 a ( t ) T n*( t ) = 0 � 7 2 P � 
今 n * � = ( a ( t ) T ) - V ( t ) - i B ( t ) 7 2 P ⑷ 
= - ( a ( t ) a ( t ) T ) - i B � ( X * ( t ) - Yi exp { j : - r ( r ) d r | 
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In addition, by Theorem 2.2, 
A
i 
dE[P(T)2] - xoE[P(T) 
Var[P(T) 
d e x p { / � T ( - 2 r ( t ) + |叩 ) | 2 )d t} - x o e x p { / � T - r ( t ) d t } 
exp{/oT(-2r( t ) + |0(t)|2)dt} - exp{/oT - r ( t ) d t } 
d - xo exp{/oT(r(t) — |外t)|2)dt} 
1 - exp{/oT(r(t) - _ | 2 ) d t } 
dE[P(T)] - xo dexp{ JoT - r ( t )d t} - xo 
V a r [ P ( T ) ] exp{ /
o
T
( -2 r ( t ) + |0(t)|2)dt} - exp{/
o
T
 - r ( t ) d t } 
dexp{/o T(r( t) - |0(t)|2)dt} - xoexp{/o T(2r(t) - |0(t)|2)dt} 
1 - expUoT ( r ( t )—剛 | 2 ) d t } 




E[P(T)((A* - ^*P(T) - X)(1{^.p(T)<A»-X} + 1{pMT)>"*P2}) + X ) | F t 
Note that 





d 2 ( K ) = l ^ J ) + JT(-r(T) - 1 |0(T) |2)dT 





r 1 f z 21 
1{p(T)>K}|Ft] = ^ exp — dz = N(d2(K)) 




E[p(T )k 1{p(T )>K}|Ft 
k2 a 2 ! 




 |Ft]N (d2(K) + ka) 
In particular, when (d, X ) G B, we have > 0. Also recall that from (2.3.4) we have 




X *(t) = ^ E[p(T )((^*n* - ^*p(T ) ) ( 1{p(T )<n*} + 1{p(T ) > P a } ) + X )|Ft 
X E[p(T ) | F t ] + ^*n*E[p(T ) ( 1{p(T )<n»} + 1{p(t )>Pa})|Ft 
P(t) 
- ^ * E [ P ( T
) 2 ( 1
{ P ( T ) < n * } +
 1
{ p ( T ) > P a }
) | F
t 
= e x p { j : - r ( T ) d ^ [X + ^*n*(N(di(p„)) + N(-di (n*)) ) ] 
- " * exp { j : -2r(T) + | � ( T ) | 2 d ^ [ N ( d � ( p j ) + N(-d�(n*))]p( t) 
which is a non-linear function of p(t). Consider 
d X *(t) 
"*n* exp ( / T-r(T )dT I
 N
 ' 編 ) — N ' ( — 耐 ) ) 
Ut J p(t)V/tT |外T)|2dT 
- e x p -2r(T) + |0(T)|2dT| 
X N^(do(Pa)) - N-(-do(n*)) 
P ( t )V / t T |^(t) |2dT 
p(t) + N (do (Pa)) + N (-do(n*)) 
^*(n* - Pa ) e x p {�-r(T)dT} 
N ' ( d i ( p � 
P W V / t
T
 | ^ ( T ) | 2 d T 
- " * exp - 2 r ( T ) + | 0 ( T ) | 2 d ^ [N(do(p„)) + N(-do(n*)) 
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1 
where the last equality follows from 
P(t)N'(do(K)) 一 學 e x p 
(di (K) + V i f I外T)|2dr) 
2 n 
N ' (d i (K ))P(t) 
X exp {一 ln P K ) + 2
T
 r(T) 一 2 | 0 ( r ) | 2 d r 一 2 义^ | 0 ( r ) | 2 d r | 
KexJ 广 r ( r ) - 阶 ) | 2 d 4 # ' ( d i ( K ) ) 
Hence, again by Ito's lemma and comparing with the diffusion coefficient, we have 
n * � � 
今 n * � 
d X *(t) 
P ( 聊 ) T 
一 ( 咖 ⑴ t ) - 1 B ⑴ P ⑷ d P � 
一 剛 0 - 1 B ⑴ X * ( t ) 一 e x p { 2 
X X + � ( N ( d i ( P a ) ) + N(-diCn*))) 一 l A r f 一 Pa)- N '(di(Pa )) 
/ i f 阶 ) |
2
d T 
When (d ,X) G C, the calculation is essentially the same except Pa and n* is replaced 
by n* and P� respec t ive ly . • 
2.5 Sensit ivi ty Analysis 
In this section, we focus on (d ,X) G B in which the inequality constraint is binding. As 
we calculated in the previous section, the solution is independent of X (or equivalently 
a ) when (d ,X) G Ac. Hence we can compute some derivatives corresponding to the 
change of the exogenous parameters as follow. 
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T h e o r e m 2.6. 
'柴=-(a(t)a(t)')-1B�da (X*( t ) - Yi exp { j : - r ( s ) d s | 





X*(t) - Yi exp 4 / - r ( s ) d s 
(n* - p « ) e x ^ I - r ( s ) d s | 
N ' (di (pa)) 
//t
T
 陶 l2ds 
十,*( - dpa ) exJ r - r ( s ) d ；释編 5 a 5 a 
十 u*(n* - p a ) e x M - r ( s ) d s 
W 
UT - r — ^ p 
/tT 陶 l2ds 
d i ( p „ ) N ' ( d i ( p j ) d—pa 
- exp 
十U* 
pa i f l外S)|2ds d a 
\Jt -2 r ( s )十 | 0 ( s ) | 2 d ^ ^ 孟 [ N ( d � ( p a ) )十 N(-do(n*)) 
# ( d � ( p a ) ) d—pa� N ' ( -do(n*)) dn* 
\ a / / / a 十 \ \ I / / 
. p a V / t
T
 陶 l 2 d s d a n*V/t
T
 陶 l 2 d s 
5 a 
p(t) 
d (t) d (t) 
The detailed formula will be derived in the follow;. ^ ———can be computed simi-5 X ， 5 x o 
larly. 




e x p -
ln(u) - / o T - r ( t ) - 2 _ l 2 d 力 
l^(t)l2dt 
,u > 0 (2.5.1) 
to be the probability density function of p(T). First of all, by (2.2.5) we know that 
d a � , 5 a , � 
d p a = — 編 a n d dp： = P ( — a ) 
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When (d ,X) G B, consider the first equation of (2.3.5) which we used to solve for n* 
Note that 
xo - X exp - r ( t )d t 仍(^*) = (d - X)"1(n*) 
g1(n*) = n*[N (d2(p«)) + N (-d2(n*)) 
exp - r ( t ) d t | - r ( t ) d t [N (d1(p„)) + N (-d1(n*)) 
h1(n*) = n* exp - r ( t )d t [N(d1(p„)) + N(-d1 (n*)) 
0(t) |2dt [N (d� (p„) ) + N (-do(n*)) - e x p { j : - 2 r ( t ) + 剛 | 2 d t } 
where d2(K)全 d 1 ( K ) - I 0(s)|2ds. Also, 
d N (di(K)) 
5 a 






Hence, by differentiating both sides with respect to a , we have 
xo - X exp ！ y - r( t)dt 5 a N ( d 2 ( p � + N (-d2(n*)) 
+ n* 






 |0(t)|2dt n V /o
T
 |0(t)|2dt 
e x p { lo o - r ( t ) d t 
N ' ( d i ( p j ) 
+ 
N ' ( -d i (n*) ) drf 
P«P(P« V / o
T
 |0(t)l2dt n V / o
T
 |0(t) 
2dt 5 a 
(d - X ) ^ h O * ^ = (d - X J d a exp I � - r � d t } [ N ( d i ( p j ) + N ( - d i ( … ) 
+ e x p R - r ( t ) d t | 
N ' ( d i ( p j ) 
+ 
N ' ( -d i (n*) ) drf 




T - 2 r ( t ) + |0(t)|2dt 
N '(do(p„)) 丨 • • \ 
p«P(p«)V/oT |0(t)l2dt n*V/oT |0(t)l2dt 
N '(-do(n*)) dn* 
5 a 
— a 
5 a a2 
where 
ai 
p a p ( p aV / o
T
 |0( t ) |2dt 
(d - X ) ( n * e x p { 义 T - r ( t ) d t | - r ( t ) a N‘(di(pa)) 
e x p { lo� 2r(t) + |0(t)|
2dt N ‘ (do(pa)) 
( x
0
 - X e x p { lo - r ( t ) d t 
n * N ' ( d2 ( pa))- e x p R - r ( t ) d t | —rit)dt \ N'(di(pa)) 
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«2 xo — X e x p f [
T
 — r ( t ) d ^ ( N(d2 (p„)) + N(—d2 ( n * ) ) + N '
( — d 2 ( n *
) ) 
f / " T , � , 1 N‘(—d1(n*)) 
exp / - r � & / / 口 ) ) 
L乂0 ie(t)l2dtJ 
—(d — X ) 
X [N(d1(p„)) + N(—d1(n*))] + exp { j : —r(t)dtj 







 剛 l 2 d t 
^/lo 剛 l 2 d力 
- r ( t ) d t 
—2r(t) + � |2dt N ' ( - do On*)) 
n*V/o
T
 l^( t ) l 2 dt / 
Similarly, recall that by the second equation of (2.3.5), we have 
I * 
Xo — XE[p(T)] 5 | * Xo — XE[p(T)] 5h1(n*) 
h1(n*) da -h1(n*)2 da 
and we have computed (巧 ) above . Finally, note tha t N''(x) = —xN'(x), and hence 
da 
d (t) d (t) 
can be computed correspondingly. Next, for � • , note that both a and X —— da 
parameters that we exogenously specified a priori, so 
dX_ 
dpc 
dn* = as 
dX = 
dX 
0, and similarly we have 
where 
as = exp { j : —r(t)dt^ g1 �—�（^*) 
E[p(T)] xo — XE[p(T)] dh1(n*) 
Finally we also have 
dX h1(n*) h1 (n*)2 dX 
dpa = 0 , d n ： 
dxo ’ dxi 
g1(n*) d | * 1 
a ‘ dxo h1(n*) 




Chapte r 3 
Empirical Study of Calendar Effect 
3.1 D a t a and M e t h o d 
In this chapter we want to test the statistical significance of three calendar effects: Day-
of-the-Week effect, Month-of-the-Year effect and Sell-in-May effect. For each effect, we 
specify a corresponding regression model and test whether the relevant coefficients are 
significant following Hui et al. (2011). 
Let Rt be the t th daily return, q be the corresponding error and ai are the unknown 
coefficients of the regression model. For Day-of-the-Week effect we use the following 
regression model: 
5 
Rt = aiDit + aeRt-i + tt 
i=i 
where Dit is a dummy variable taking the value 1 if day t is the ith day of the week 
and is zero otherwise. The lagged return Rt_i is included here to correct the first order 
autocorrelation. Similarly, for Month-of-the-Year effect, we use 
i2 
Rt = ^ 2 aiDit + aisRt-i + tt 
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where Dit is a dummy variable taking the value 1 if day t is within the i th month of 
the year and is zero otherwise. For Sell-in-May effect, we use 
R t = U + a1 S t + t t 
where St is a dummy variable which equals one if day t is within November and April 
inclusive and zero otherwise. 
In general for a regression model like y = X卢 + e, where y is a vector of responses, 
X is the design matrix,卢 is the vector of unknown coefficients and e is a vector of 
uncorrelated errors with the variance covariance matrix Q (a diagonal matrix), the 
variance covariance matrix of the OLS estimator /3 is given by 
( X T X ) - 1 X T Q X ( X T X ) - 1 
In practice heteroskedasticity presents, i.e. the diagonal entries of Q is not identical, 
and as usual we do not know the values of the entries, we need to find a consistent 
estimate for Q. White suggest to use u2 as the estimate of the ith diagonal entries, 
where Ui is the i th residual resulting from the OLS regression, and show that this is 
a consistent estimator of Q. Then we may use this to estimate the standard errors 
of each coefficient, and perform an asymptotic Wald test for the significance of the 
parameters. 
The data we used here are 18 daily excess return series (without dividend) of iShares, 
which are a family of exchange-traded funds (ETFs) managed by BlackRock. They 
track the MSCI index and are tradable in various exchanges. iShares data have been 
used for various aspects of behavioral and empirical finance research recently, for ex-
ample see Durand and Scott (2003)； Zhong and Yang (2005)； Simon and Sternberg 
(2005)； Tse and Martinez (2007)； Delcoure and Zhong (2007)； Brian Lucey and Singh 
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(2008) and Rompotis (2010a). In particular Imtiaz Mazumder et al. (2008) has done 
a similar regression analysis for the Day-of-the-Week effect of the 18 iShares we used 
here. 
All time series began on 19/3/96 and ended on 31/12/10, giving 3724 (daily) obser-
vations for each iShare. The tickers, names and the inception dates of the 18 iShares 
used here are listed as the following. In the subsequent tables we will use the ticker to 
replace the full name. 
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Ticker Fund name Inception date 
EWA iShares MSCI Australia Index Fund 19960312 
EWC iShares MSCI Canada Index Fund 19960312 
EWD iShares MSCI Sweden Index Fund 19960312 
EWG iShares MSCI Germany Index Fund 19960312 
EWH iShares MSCI Hong Kong Index Fund 19960312 
EWI iShares MSCI Italy Index Fund 19960312 
EWJ iShares MSCI Japan Index Fund 19960312 
EWK iShares MSCI Belgium Index Fund 19960312 
EWL iShares MSCI Switzerland Index Fund 19960312 
EWM iShares MSCI Malaysia Index Fund 19960312 
EWN iShares MSCI Netherlands Index Fund 19960312 
EWO iShares MSCI Austria Index Fund 19960312 
EWP iShares MSCI Spain Index Fund 19960312 
EWQ iShares MSCI France Index Fund 19960312 
EWS iShares MSCI Singapore Index Fund 19960312 
EWU iShares MSCI United Kingdom Index Fund 19960312 
EWW iShares MSCI Mexico Index Fund 19960312 
SPY Standard and Poor's Depository Receipts Fund 19930129 
3.2 Resu l t s 
In the following tables we gives the results of the regression. For the detailed procedures 
to obtain the results, please refer to the appendix. All regression coefficients are given 
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to four decimal places. Three asterisks after the coefficient denote it is significant at 
the 0.01% level, two asterisks the 1% level, one asterisk the 5% level and a full-stop (.) 
the 10% level. 
From both Day-of-the-Week and Month-of-the-Year effect, we see that two-thirds 
of the iShares have a significant autocorrelation with the first order lagged return. This 
suggest that the specification of the lagged return should be necessary. 
From the Day-of-the-Week effect table, we see that only 2 out of 18 iShares have 
significant negative Monday return (at 0.01% and 1%) and 2 out of 18 have significant 
positive Monday return (at 5%). This gives a little evidence to support the possible 
Monday effect, although most of the coefficients of Friday returns are seemingly larger 
than Monday. 
From the Month-of-the-Year effect table , we see that 7 out of 18 iShares have 
significant positive daily return in April (5 at 5% and 2 at 10%), and December (4 at 
5% and 3 at 10%) respectively. Also, note that 4 out of 18 iShares have significant 
negative daily return in August (2 at 5% and 2 at 10%), and 2 out of 18 in January 
(0.01% and 10%) respectively. It is also worth to note that all April and December 
coefficients are positive, and all August and almost all January coefficients are negative. 
This gives a weak evidence to support the possible January effect. 
From the Sell-in-May effect table, we see that all 18 coefficients are positive and 2 
out of them are significant at 5%. This gives a little evidence to support the possible 
Sell-in-May effects, i.e. the daily returns in November to April is possibly better than 
the other half year, such that we may buy and hold in this half year and sell in May. 
As a result, we found that the returns in April and December are most significantly 
different from other months, generating an abnormally high return as a whole. 
It is worth to mention that statistical significance is not equivalent to economical 
significance. For example, if one is able to detect any statistical significant calendar 
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effects and try to apply the corresponding trading rules, it is not necessary for such 
rules to beat a simple buy-and-hold strategy for the whole period. One explanation is 
that the possible bid-ask spread and transaction costs will compensate the potential 
gain. Imtiaz Mazumder et al. (2008) divide the data set into training and testing data 
sets, and try to apply the rules found from the training set and apply on the testing 
set. White's Reality Check White (2000) and Hansens's Superior Predictive Ability 
test Hansen (2005) are two recent statistical procedures which can be used to detect 
economical significance. This can be done after any statistical significance is found, 
e.g. see Hui et al. (2011). 
Another possible danger is the issue of data snooping. It has been mentioned by 
Fama (1991) as many researchers using the same data source to examine various kinds 
of calendar effect, and use it to challenge the market efficiency. If we are testing many 
true null hypotheses with the significance level a , we will expect 100a% of them will 
be wrongly rejected, and any conclusions drawn from it will be spurious. And in this 
case we need to careful and fall back to the two procedures mentioned above. This can 
be left as a future work for this topic. 
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Table 3.2: Results for testing the daily excess returns (without dividends) of the 18 iShares for any Month-of-the-Year 
effect. 








































































































































































































































































Chapte r 4 
Appendix 
4.1 P r o c e d u r e s Used to Ob ta in t h e Resu l t s in Chap-
te r 4 
After downloading the daily return series (without dividend) for the iShares and the 
corresponding daily risk-free rate, (e.g. Using US treasury Bill Rate as a proxy), we 
generate the corresponding excess return series (by subtracting the daily return by 
the risk-free rate) and the dummy variables according to the calendar dates and the 
models. Next, we use the statistical software R to run the analysis. For example, 
if we have prepared a "EWA.csv" file containing the columns "ExRWOD" (Excess 
Return WithOut Dividend), "Mon", "Tue", "Wed", "Thur", "Fri" (dummy variables 






read the csv file into R, run the regression model 
5 
Rt = aiDit + a6Rt-1 + et 
i=1 
and store the linear regression results into the R object "m11". To test the significance, 
we need to first install the package "sandwich" (for the White 's Heteroskedasticity) and 
"lmtest", and run 
t11<-coeftest(m11,vcov=vcovHC(m11,type="HC0")) 
which stores the results (including the p-values of the test) as a R table called "t11". 
For the rest of the analysis are similar. 
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